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•the one—component .'cXassicai. piastiia: on- an"i.n«rt:"backgr6uiha: (OCP)

provides •: a" "basis • for • c'alciilatittg' tKe •' Xiqiii d structure -~ f atttor - of

tire- aifcali. Eiet,̂ L"s» tela *MS'"a< î-ev«d-'by, allowing ttte-cotofccti'on"

electrons;to i sere-en. tEe strtfctm^e. of';the .'QCP;iliroiigh: tite:formalism

of' linear screening • -theory., but sin - etopiriejai; cut-off: of - tire

gc.reeniAg: correction: at.'tite-fti'st.node.'o-f ;ih.e •6l-eotxon*-.ion -,.

p\seud6pbVten.tLai_ in- Wavmuittber' • Spaae; was. found, -to be neaessarjl s She.

purpose", of''tni'S.Tetter- i's- to. stress; that.'tlt'e. atioVe;resolts'point .;

•the way towards, an.unconvcntibnal optimized-random-phase-
2

approximation (OEPA) approach to the structure of these liquid

metalsr and in fact provide already a good first-order solution

for such an approach.

Linear acreenir.^ -theory in i t s siinplest formulation leads,

as • i s •. well. known:,. to; Vne' following expres.sibn.s for ,'th-e b Fburi-er ':, ,

transform' of "the- @ffective idn-iori poteritial in the alkali metal',;

+ - ; v & J y . - . ; • •.'.-:. • ' ' . - : . ( x y •.•••••

3 f i r s t ' t e r m • i n thi-a eacpre:ssipn:, i»e* • the-ion-rion. Coul;omb . • .

• repUls'iati",' "d«t emdae's i&e • st.ructu;r;e •• of • t tai. OOP.,. whi le : the . • .

s c r e e n i n g ' . c o . r r e c - t i ' o n ' . T t ^ ) - i " B 1 g i v e n 1 b ' y : ' , _.._.. ' ; .

in terms of;tfce tare electron-ion"pseudopotential V .(k) and.of

...toeVaie^ec^^rf^cHjical ;£(lt) of ilre el'eotron. gas^. Tbe term v(.k.),

as -el-g. •eyaiuated-for'tlie -alkali-metals by iPrice &$.; â  , provides

a.purely-attractive interaction toetween the ionsi The only source

of repulsive interionic forces in such an approach is thus the

"bare Coulomb ternu

the crucial point for the following discussion is that, at

the oare ion-ion coupling strengths that are appropriate for

liquid alkali metals, the structure of the OOP determined by

4
the Coulomb repulsion Is described with very high accuracy by
a oharged-hard-spherea (CHS) model, provided -that this model

is required to reproduce the thermodynamic properties of the

OCP. In particular, one can introduce an effective CHS diameter

o" within which the radial distribution function of the bare

-l-

practically vanishes, the value of e* being determined

through the virial theorem for the OCri Keeping this result in
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mind, let. us examine the expression; yielded .by linear, screening V.

' " - . ' . - ' - . • • ' • • - . • ' • • . . • • • • ' . ' ' • • • :

theory.for the-structure.factor S(k) of the liquid metal,

> ' (3)

where S0(k) is the structure factor of the OCPl In the usual

language of liquid structure theory , this expression can then

be viewed.as combining the CHS-like structure of the strongly-

coupled OCP with a random-phase-eopxjximation (HPA) on the

attractive screening correction v(k)i Such a treatment is appro-

priate- and', quite accurate in. the small.angle scattering region^ • ••

"bat 'is breaking-down as. one-, approach'e^-t'he-main-peak, of S00* :

• - ' . . Miop-titniz'ation of. the. EPA leading- to. eqn (3),. analogous in:

stiir'it to the OHPA that has been developed for atomic liquids, .

suggests if self at this point. Since the ions of the liquid

metal should not penetrate into the CHS effective hard core, the

potential v(k) in eqn (3) can be replaced by the Fourier transform

of an effective potential v ff(r) having the ORPA properties, i.e.

such that (a) it. differs from v(r) only inside the hard core

region, and (b) it leads to a vanishing radial distribution function

g(r) for the liquid metal inside the same region. This procedure

introduces the effect of the attractive interaction in the

region of space where it is felt, vathout modifying the excluded

volume effect due to the Coulomb repulsive interaction!

To show that the empirical cut-off -jLn v(k) adopted in ref^ 1

is a close realisation of an ORPA epproach as outlined above,
-3-

it•• thus remains • for• us to show that .the truncated: form of: v(k)

(v.(k), say) closely satisfies the. properties (a) and (b)I An

illustration is presented in figures 1 and 2 for the case of

potassium near freezingl Experimental results for g(r) are also

reported in figure 2 for comparison. The discrepancies between

v (r) and the effective potential v -AT) of the suggested ORPA
*U Gil
scheme for liquid alkali, metals should clearly be minor ones, at

least from a practical point of view.

It should also be noted from figure 1 that in the region

-r.'&eir.*, "Where.ijlre. total potential V(r) (given by the difference

between the full curve and the aash-dot .curve) has become repulsivef

the Coulomb repulsive term is varying in a considerably more rapid

manner than the screening attractive term. This justifies an

approach which combines an accurate treatment of the former with

an OHPA treatment of the latter^ The cancellation between the

two terras at large values of r is ensured by eqn (3). The exact

fulfilment of the properties (a) and (b) may be expected to lead

to a somewhat less abrupt truncation of the screening term v(k)

than adopted in refl 1, and possibly to some reduction of S(k)

below S0(k) in the region of its main peak.

We should explicitly point out, in conclusion, that the

5
'hard core' in the CHS model entering our scheme has the property

that the radial distribution function vanishes continuously for

r = & . A conventional OHPA approach to the liciuid metal as
-k-



constituted of pseudoatoms mast instead tackle also the softening

of the neutral-hard-splaeres repulsion, which introduces a

discontinuous drop in the initial g(r) at contact.
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Pi,?ure captions

Figure lj Illustrating the OPJPA property (a) for the truncated

potential v.(r) of ref. 1 (full curve) when compared with the

potential v(r) of eqn (2) (dashe'd curve)". The arrow marks the

CRS diameter CJ for the OCP^ The dot-dash curve reports for

comparison the Coulomb potential - e /T'. The inset shows on an

enlarged vertical scale the total ion-ion potential in the region

of its main minimum, as calculated from *v (r) (full curve) and

from "v(r) (dashed curve). All potentials are in units of e /A

and refer to liquid potassium at 65°Cl

Figure 2. Illustrating the ORPA property (b) for the truncated

potential v,(r) of refj 1. The full curve ia the corresponding

radial distribution function g(r) for liquid potassium at 65°C.

The experimental data (dashed curve) are from K.J. Huijben and

W. van der Lugt (ref. 6): the deviations from zero at small r

result from the truncation of the experimental structure factor

at large-ki
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